
M I S C E L L A N E O U S

LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES,
STATELESS PERSONS AND EMIGRANTS

In 1948, the XVIIth International Conference of the Red Cross in
Stockholm adopted a resolution (No. XXXI) recommending National
Red Cross, Red Crescent and Red Lion and Sun Societies, as well as
the ICRC and the League, to " include in their activities, should the
necessity arise, legal and social assistance to stateless persons,
refugees and war victims ". Since that time a number of National
Societies have set up legal assistance departments and various activities
undertaken by the ICRC and the League in Palestine, Hungary,
Egypt and elsewhere have demonstrated the help which refugees have
received and continue to receive from the International Red Cross.1

In the same field, the ICRC has given support to the efforts of
several non-governmental organizations and with regard to legal
assistance, in particular, it has encouraged and facilitated the establish-
ment in Geneva of the International Centre for Co-ordination of
Legal Assistance which has in the meantime become an organ of the
International Council of Voluntary Agencies. The latter has just pub-
lished a monograph on the problem of legal assistance to refugees,
stateless persons and migrants 2 written by Mr. Michael Potulicki, who
is Secretary-General of both the ICVA and the International Centre for
Co-ordination of Legal Assistance. Although retaining its own by-laws,
this Centre works under a joint management and it has in particular
participated in the implementation of legal assistance programmes
organized by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

1 See Revue Internationale, March 1961, for L'aide aux refugie's — le role
de la Croix-Rouge Internationale. (Refugee assistance — the role of the Inter-
national Red Cross) by H. Coursier.

8 ICVA Documents, No. 2, 7, avenue de la Paix, Geneva, February 1965,
with a foreword by Mr. J. H. de Brauw, President of the International Associa-
tion of Lawyers.
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The questions dealt with by the Centre are topical and pro-
foundly humanitarian. We therefore considered that the main pas-
sages of its study would be of interest to our readers, the more so as in
some countries it is the leaders of the Red Cross who co-ordinate
voluntary work on behalf of refugees, stateless persons and emigrants.
(Ed.)

THE SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this paper is to give a limited survey confined
to a section of human society which is particularly under-privileged
and economically weak, that is to say mainly refugees and stateless
persons unable to return to their homelands and who have found
refuge in countries of asylum which will become their countries
of adoption and where they will endeavour to integrate and lead
normal lives. There are in the world today some fifteen million
refugees not yet settled, that is, for whom no permanent solution
has yet been found. In some under-developed countries where
these new arrivals swell the numbers of nationals who are them-
selves in want, legal problems rarely arise. This no doubt is true
for the large majority. On the other hand, in countries where the
refugees enter into an organized community in towns or country-
side, they immediately come up against almost daily legal prob-
lems of all kinds, in their dealings with the central and local
authorities, employers and so on : in a nutshell, regulations of
all sorts.

Unlike the foreign immigrant whose situation from a number of
points of view is privileged by comparison, the refugee cannot seek
assistance from the consulate of his country of origin. He must
look for assistance to the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees who, within his terms of reference, will give the refugee
legal assistance, replacing, as it were, the consulate in default.

But migrants, for all that, are not in an enviable situation.
As Mgr. Georges de Rochcau said at a meeting of the International
Council of Voluntary Agencies in Athens x: "In order to show you

1 Report on " Intra-European Migrations from June 1961 to June 1964 ",
by G. de Rochcau, President of the Catholic Committee for Intra-European
Migrations. This report was presented to a meeting of the ICVA on Sep-
tember 17, 1964, during the Xllth International Conference of Social Work
in Athens.
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what remains to be done despite the progress noted in adopting
policies of a more humane character, I would like to read to you
a few extracts from a report I received from a social worker in a
country which shall be nameless.

Under the law, foreign workers must be content, until they have
obtained a settlement permit, that is for at least ten years, with a
'revocable status of daily workers'. Thus if there is a reduction of
employment opportunities, foreign workers not in possession of a
settlement permit may be compelled to return home. The majority
of foreign workers... have come at their own expense. They are
the cheapest labour available, as employers take no responsibilities
whatever on their account... The rules about the admittance of
families have been eased during the last three years. The qualifying
period has been reduced to 3 % years of uninterrupted residence.
Married women may accompany their husbands... if they also
come to work. Children are allowed to stay 3 months as visitors
during the 334 years residence of their parents abroad. If they
stay over three months, they are expelled by the police."

Mgr. de Rochcau goes on to say that " we must not veil our faces
and cast stones at the lawmakers who have enacted these rules or
the officials who enforce them. We all bear part of the responsibility
because we look upon such things with indifference. We must not
hesitate to admit that in all countries and in all circles, the migrant
worker and his family are treated with indifference, if not with
hostility. If you are a foreign worker (things are quite different, of
course, if you are a foreign tourist), you belong to a class of pariah."

Consequently refugees, stateless persons or migrants will
readily turn to the voluntary organization, whether of a religious
character or not, if it is prepared to concern itself with their prob-
lems. Such organizations are numerous : some have considerable
resources, others only modest means, but all are willing to help
those in need. Some voluntary organizations are international,
some are national. They, better than anyone, are able to keep
track of the daily life of the refugee who knows neither the language
nor the customs of the country of asylum. The voluntary agencies,
then, attend to the social or socio-juridical aspect, as it were, of
the problems besetting these uprooted refugees who always arrive
bewildered, sometimes bitter, psychologically isolated and with
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attitudes which may be misinterpreted by the local population.
It is not infrequent that the psychological state of persons

seeking refuge has an influence on their behaviour which might
antagonize the authorities and population in the country of asylum.
Their new surroundings are strange, they have no connections, they
are helpless to contend with the problems confronting them in their
new life. Ignorance of the law, among other things, has often been
the origin of misunderstandings which have not only led to the
rejection of legitimate demands but have even resulted in friction.
In short, the refugee finds himself at a disavantage compared to the
local population although he too has duties and rights. Any advice
likely to help his first steps to obtain legal assistance — in the
widest sense of the term — will enable complications to be avoided.
In this respect it has repeatedly been demonstrated, in countries
where legal advice is available, that the number of cases of litig-
ation is consistently low when refugees are given the benefit of such
assistance.

What I have just said is largely true also for all migrants, with
this difference, if they are not refugees or stateless persons; that
they may, as mentioned earlier, have recourse to their consulate
and sometimes to well established national organizations within
the country to which they have migrated.

The work of voluntary agencies for immigrants is concerned
particularly with the first stage of their arrival, but as soon as there
is a likelihood of dispute or an actual dispute, the role of the lawyer
becomes important and the agencies should pass the case to him.

The specific situations alluded to above often give rise to legal
difficulties. Of course, even if the principle of equality between
migrants and nationals is acknowledged, or if agreements on the
subject of foreign labour have been reached, it is none the less true
that free legal assistance granted by law is inadequate. The
refugees' problems are not identical to those of the countries' own
nationals. To meet this situation, it is necessary for free assistance
on the national and local level to be organized in a manner enabling
the aforesaid difficulties to be taken into consideration. Let me
give you a few examples. The decision to grant refugee status is of
capital importance for the person concerned and has equally
important legal consequences. This applies also if the refugee
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wishes to obtain a residence permit, the lifting of a prohibition to
reside, or a work permit, quite apart from the whole range of for-
malities to be completed by refugees, such as obtaining an identity
card, travel documents, recognition of his occupational qualifica-
tions (lost or destroyed diplomas, etc.) or any other essential
documents.

Lawyers and legal experts have an important role in this
respect, hence the need to seek the best means of ensuring co-oper-
ation between two groups so completely different in professional
training and in functions : the social services of voluntary agencies
on the one hand, and members of the legal profession on the other.
Having thus reviewed the basic aspects of our problem let us now
consider the details.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LEGAL PROTECTION AND LEGAL
ASSISTANCE FOR REFUGEES

Whilst the aim of legal protection is essentially to promote
measures intended to improve the plight of refugees through inter-
national agreements x and statutory enactments or administrative
regulations, legal assistance consists of helping people to exercise
their rights and to institute legal proceedings or out-of-court
negotiations pursuant to the agreements, statutes and regulations.
Protection is a matter for the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees, in co-operation with the countries concerned. But
this is not the case with respect to the legal representation which
individual refugees might need to settle their legal problems, which
require, rather, the services of a lawyer qualified to practise in the
country where the person concerned resides or where the problem
arises, or where legal proceedings are to be instituted. When legal
aid, in the true sense of the term, is necessary, adequate measures
must be taken unless these are laid down by statutory provisions
in the country where the refugee takes up residence.

It should be borne in mind that, as we construe it, "legal
assistance " includes three main types of service: legal advice,

1 Cf. Geneva Convention on Refugee Status of July 28, 1951 (Doc. UN.
HCR/INF.28, 1955). See also UNHCR Doc. A/AC 96/157 dated 28 February
1962, submitted to the Executive Committee of the HCR's programme.
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legal aid with a view to undertaking administrative formalities,
and legal representation in Court. To put it briefly, the scope oi
legal assistance is far wider than that of legal aid qua legal aid, a
term which is generally used in legal terminology to mean free
representation before civil or penal Courts.

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in Geneva
is active in this field in a variety of ways depending on the countries
involved. In some European countries where there are large groups
of refugees, the High Commissioner concludes agreements with
voluntary agencies whereby they may employ the services of legal
counsellors who not only give advice but are also in touch with the
administrative authorities and occasionally negotiate out-of-court
settlement of disputes. These consultants are called to the Bar and
are thus qualified to represent refugees before the Courts. Such an
arrangement was introduced notably in Germany and Austria, but
there is yet another method applicable in many countries which is
both simpler and more flexible and is operative through a " Legal
Aid Fund" which also handles out-of-court settlements. The
extent of these services varies of course in accordance with the
number of refugees within a country and the frequency of their
recourse to legal aid. It depends also on how well established are the
country's own services and the means which may be afforded by
voluntary agencies on the spot. This Central Fund is most often
called upon to act in countries which do not have any national or
regional legal aid facilities.

LEGAL AID ADMINISTRATION

There are several ways of financing a legal aid programme.
Without in any way depreciating the value of voluntary work by
lawyers dedicated to a good cause, it must be realized that there
are only three possible sources of funds for the implementation of
such a programme. These sources are : donations from private
institutions, foundations or individuals ; taxes and public revenue,
where the expenses involved are defrayed by central or local
authorities ; and contributions made by the beneficiary of the
assistance granted. The first means is advocated as being the best
as it enables the legal aid programmes to be administered inde-
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pendently of the State or other public authorities. The drawback
is, however, that the countries whose governments and citizens
can claim to have a sufficiently developed economy and sense of
social responsibility to ensure the efficiency of such a system are
few and far between.

Legal aid to refugees and the administration of the Legal Aid
Fund is the concern of voluntary agencies having signed contracts
with the High Commissioner, or of the High Commissioner's
representatives in countries to which they have been delegated.

What are the criteria for granting assistance to indigent
refugees ? According to the detailed regulations issued by the High
Commissioner for implementation by his field offices and the
voluntary agencies, the granting of legal aid is dependent on the
following conditions :

a) the legal difficulties confronting a refugee shall be connected with
his refugee status;

b) the case should be deserving of assistance. Generally speaking
the assistance should be of a kind likely to bring about a
definitive solution (repatriation, resettlement or integration) or
should at least prevent the condition of the person concerned
from relapsing to the plight of an unstable refugee ;

c) the applicant should not have sufficient resources of his own to
pay for the legal services he needs. Enquiries must therefore be
made on this point ;

d) it should be ascertained that there is no other free legal aid
service available to the applicant, or that such services, if
existent, are inadequate ;

e) the refugee should be requested to refund, so far as he is able,
any expenses incurred for lawyers' fees, court costs and ancillary
charges. This applies not only when a civil tribunal awards
costs to the refugee, thus enabling him to recover outlays, and
when out-of-court settlement goes in his favour, but also when
the administrative or legal proceedings have resulted in his
obtaining a financial advantage or the costs' being borne by
the opponent.
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THE NEED FOR A LEGAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME

The conclusions drawn from the enquiries carried out both by
the High Commissioner for Refugees and by the International
Centre for Co-ordination of Legal Assistance show that refugees are
generally entitled to the same legal aid as the nationals of the
country in which they reside. Nevertheless, a special legal assistance
programme is still necessary for refugees, who often need documents
to replace those which have been lost, destroyed, confiscated or
simply left behind in the country of origin. How much greater is
the need of the refugees whose entry into the " country of first
asylum " was clandestine! The solution in such cases very often
involves integration or subsequent resettlement. In this respect,
the High Commissioner's report, which has already been men-
tioned, states that refugees are usually resettled in groups composed
of individuals selected in accordance with specific criteria after
investigation and when they have been granted refugee status and
provided with the requisite documents. In addition, the prelimi-
naries to his integration in the resettlement country may be
arranged well in advance. Furthermore, except in schemes intended
to benefit the so-called " handicapped " refugees, efforts are gener-
ally made to include in the groups being resettled those individuals
most likely to adapt, leaving out the more doubtful cases. This is
why legal assistance is even more essential in the countries of first
asylum than in the countries of resettlement, particularly those
overseas. As refugees are normally admitted in the latter countries
with regular immigrant status, certain legal problems which are
frequent in the countries of first asylum, such as those relating to
illegal entry, unauthorized residence, the obligation to obtain a
work permit, etc., hardly ever arise in the resettlement countries.

There is yet another series of documents of a legal nature made
necessary by refugee status : to replace a marriage licence, divorce
decree, police records, certificates of good conduct or employment
references, documents proving former membership of a social
security fund without which it would be impossible to calculate
the benefit due. In most cases exiles are unable to apply to their
country of origin to obtain such documents and certificates.

All these problems, consequently, have necessitated the introduc-
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tion of measures which, albeit somewhat complicated, permit
substitute documents to be issued to regularize the personal or
family situation of the refugee, to enable him to aspire to employ-
ment in keeping with his qualifications, or to enable him to claim
social assistance. In addition, in some countries, there arises the
question of formalities relating to naturalization.

Thus, the refugee and stateless person has frequently to over-
come the difficulties of proving that he has attended university,
that he is qualified, that he has regularly exercised a profession or
been employed in an occupation. These are examples of the most
frequently occurring difficulties which show the need for assistance
in a field which does not involve litigation. That is why matters
relating to the law of contract and penal law, a major concern for
the national legal aid services in the majority of countries, occur
less frequently among the questions dealt with by voluntary
agencies or the legal aid services of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees. In fact, the legal questions besetting
refugees are generally outside the scope of the normal legal aid
services operating in various countries. In order to solve and settle
these problems, which we might term loosely " socio-juridical",
the assistance is needed of specially qualified lawyers to whom
administrative law and international private law in general are
familiar.

LEGAL ASSISTANCE : A COMPLEMENT TO MATERIAL
ASSISTANCE AND LEGAL PROTECTION

We have already seen that the aim of legal assistance is to
hasten the bringing about of definitive solutions by way of integ-
ration or emigration or in some cases voluntary repatriation. It is
designed for example to help in the recovery of debts due, thereby
reducing the amount of material assistance granted to the refugee
(e.g. rent advances, furnishing allowances, etc.). Furthermore, if
legal assistance will enable the person concerned to benefit from
social security services, the funds dispersed from international
sources to ensure lodging in an institution and so forth will be
correspondingly less.
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The formalities to justify a claim to entitlement to a social
security pension are particularly complicated in some countries
where the relevant statutory benefits are most liberal. A report
issued by the United Nations High Commissioner mentions in this
respect a German law which stipulates that for the purpose of
calculating the benefits to which a refugee is entitled the time
during which he was in employment in his country of origin may be
taken into account, even in the absence of a bilateral agreement
on social security which is the normal basis for such a calculation.
Nevertheless, the social security services often require a certificate
testifying to the refugee's length of employment abroad. However,
as it is in most cases impossible to obtain direct proof, the social
security at its own discretion sometimes has recourse to legal
counsellors with a view to obtaining valid proof or evidence.

Considered in conjunction with material assistance to refugees,
legal assistance can be seen as a complement to it, and it even
happens that legal assistance increases when material assistance
from international sources diminishes. In addition, it is evident
that difficulties of a legal nature, which are non-existent or only
potential so long as the refugee lives in the isolation of a camp,
become a serious obstacle to his integration when he leaves the
camp.

When legal assistance is granted at the right moment, it can
sometimes protect a refugee and his family after they have been
resettled or become integrated, avoiding their falling back into their
previous plight as unsettled refugees. This may happen when a
refugee is sued for debt ; the case against him may be refuted or
declared unfounded by the Court, but if not, it might well reduce
to nought the material basis of the refugee's resettlement. The same
applies in the case of unjustified evacuation orders, dismissal, etc.,
unless the refugees can successfully appeal through recourse to
legal assistance.

Resettlement often does not depend solely on the possession of
the necessary documents. The person's police record should be
clean. Many refugees have been accused of misdemeanours and
acquitted or only fined small amounts.

In cases involving legal protection — and this is important —
legal aid is also necessary in the form of counsel and representation
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before administrative authorities. For example, legal assistance is
granted to refugees for appeal against expulsion orders, for establish-
ing their status, or for obtaining the annulment or deferment of a pro-
hibition to reside ; otherwise neither integration nor even emigration
would be possible. This won't wait. Final decisions by the high
courts are useful as precedents to be invoked in subsequent similar
cases. They thus often contribute to clarifying questions which are
dependent on the interpretation of the 1951 Refugee Convention
and of other international legislative instruments safeguarding the
interest of refugees and stateless persons.

THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS AND THE UNITED NATIONS

The Annales de droit international medical (No. 11, 1964)
includes an article written jointly by a Colonel, Dr. A. Guerisse and
two Doctors of Laws, Mr. A. Jacquemin and Mr. G. Kellens. The
title is " The Armed Forces of the United Nations and their Humani-
tarian and Medical Mission ". Consideration is first given to what
the United Nations Armed Forces are, what were the reasons for their
organization and in what circumstances they have been called upon
to act. The authors then explain the need for the attachment of a
medical service to these armed forces and, in a chapter of which the
main substance is reproduced below, they analyse the problem of the
application of the Geneva Conventions by the U.N. forces.

The problem of the relationship between the U.N. and the
International Red Cross is of long standing. As early as 1947, the
question was raised whether the Red Cross should retain its com-
plete independence from the other international organizations,
particularly the U.N. In a resolution of the General Assembly, the
United Nations praised the International Red Cross and recom-
mended its member States to support Red Cross activities whilst
it was agreed that that organization should remain separate from
the U.N. At that time not all member States of the Red Cross
were members of the United Nations. To include the Red Cross
within the organization of the United Nations could mean a reduc-
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